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Abstract
Data curation is critical for scientific data digitization, sharing, integration, and use. This paper presents Kurator, a software
package for automating data curation pipelines in the Kepler scientific workflow system. Several curation tools and services are
integrated into this package as actors to enable construction of workflows to perform and document various data curation tasks.
The integration of Google cloud services (e.g., Google spreadsheets), allows workflow steps to invoke human experts outside the
workflow in a manner that greatly simplifies the complex data handling in distributed, multi-user curation workflows. The Kepler
platform provides the modeling, execution and management ability, including a collection-oriented model of computation
(COMAD), and provenance tracking and browsing for the curation package. These features not only allow workflows to be
easily modeled, maintained, and evolved, but also QA/QC of curation results is facilitated through examination of provenance
information recorded during workflow execution. Effectiveness of the Kurator package is demonstrated through a workflow for
data curation of natural science collections.
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1. Introduction
Data curation is critical for scientific data digitization, sharing, integration and utilization. For example, in
biodiversity research, on the order of a billion records of historic biological specimen data recorded in paper-based
formats over the last several hundred years need to be thoroughly cleaned when they are digitized. Such data
curation includes filling in missing data, correcting errors and maintaining currency. When specimen data collected
from different sources that are based on different standards are compared or analyzed to answer a specific research
question (such as comparing changes in species distribution over time to patterns of global environmental change),
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normalization and evaluation for fitness of use are necessary data QC steps. Thus, the challenge to make this critical
scientific data resource openly available represents an enormous overhead to the natural science collection curators,
which can only be realized through innovation, efficiency, and standardization.
Once the specimen data is digitized, data curation typically involves a workflow derived using multiple tools
and/or services. Workflows vary based on the curation purpose or the content of the dataset(s). In this domain,
examples may include a curator cleaning data recently input into a collection database by students; researchers
submitting datasets they have aggregated which they wish to clean and enhance before analysis; and researchers
submitting datasets to assess whether they are fit for addressing a particular hypothesis. Typically, such curation
workflows are built manually. Each curation step is implemented as an individual program using one or more
programming languages to access the corresponding services and tools. Input and output data at each step are often
organized as files in specific formats. Necessary data format conversions between input and output data files of
adjacent curatorial steps need to be handled by the data curators. Other advanced features, e.g., automatic data
provenance tracking or fault-tolerance measures, usually need to be implemented from scratch or may not be
available at all. To execute a curation workflow, the curator either manually invokes each curation step in turn or
automatically runs through the workflow by using a custom script. Such “one-of-a-kind” curation workflows are
usually hard to document, maintain, extend, and share.
Compared to this manual approach, Kepler scientific workflow technology provides an alternative solution,
which helps curators automate and document data curation pipelines via workflow construction, scheduling and
management. We show the effectiveness of this approach through Kurator, our Kepler data curation package.
2. Kurator: A Kepler Data Curation Package

2.1. Composition of Curation Tools and Services
The package consists of a number of actors for curation tasks and sample biodiversity curation workflows. The
categories of actors in the package are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Categories of actors in the Kurator package
Curation Operation

These actors provide common, domain-independent functions useful in data curation,
including data clustering, data fusion, and boundary inspection.

Authorization

Based on OAuth (Open Authorization) or Google AuthSub protocol, these actors enable
authentication/authorization for access to Google services, such as Spreadsheet, GMail, etc.

Data Sharing

These actors enable data sharing through various operations on a Google spreadsheet,
including spreadsheet copy, share, import, export, query, etc.

Biodiversity-Specific Curation
Service

These actors provide curation services specifically useful in the biodiversity domain to show
or correct data quality issues, including Google Maps, controlled vocabularies,
georeferencing services, scientific name resolution services, etc.

Utility Service

These actors provide utility services, e.g., notification emails or SMS text messages, data
import or querying from CSV files, etc.

Diverse services and tools can be conveniently integrated into a workflow through actors, supporting various
aspects of data curation. Figure 1 shows an example workflow for specimen data curation (a demonstration video is
also available [1]).
Data Cleaning Services. The example workflow reads in a CSV-formatted specimen dataset with “quality
issues.” Multiple biodiversity domain-specific services (e.g., GEOLocate [2], the International Plant Names Index
[3], Global Names Index [4], phenological2 analysis with authoritative data from Flora of North America [5]) are
accessed to identify and correct georeferencing, scientific name discrepancies, and temporal occurrence errors. For
more accurate curation, or to notify the interested parties about the discovered quality issues, the workflow also
communicates with an instance of a FilteredPush network [6] in which multiple specimen data providers are
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connected and through which the quality information is propagated. Finally, the dataset is visualized through Google
Maps to help curators visualize the result and potentially highlight other unsolved quality issues.
Collaborative, User-Interactive Features. Some quality issues may not be solved automatically based on the
available services and instead may require intervention by human domain experts. The example workflow shows
how participation of multiple human curators can be interwoven with automatic curation steps to yield a semiautomatic, collaborative workflow that can address more complex quality problems. To support such humaninteractive features, Google cloud services are integrated for data sharing, display and editing: the to-be-curated data
is imported into a Google spreadsheet and shared with a set of curators, who are notified about their curation
assignment by email or SMS text message. The set of curators, their email addresses, and their areas of expertise are
themselves defined in a master (“curation dispatcher”) spreadsheet. After receiving their curation tasks, curators can
evaluate and edit the assigned data records in their online spreadsheets, providing the corrected data and any further
comments or justifications. The Kepler workflow regularly polls the status of the online spreadsheets until the
curators submit their revisions, resulting in updates to one or more workflow instances. When the required number
of results have been received, a final curation summary report is generated. It consists of a synthesis of proposed
changes, remaining problems, and expectations about proposed actions to be taken on the original dataset. This
report again is imported into a Google summary spreadsheet for final human review.
As demonstrated by the Kurator prototype, Google cloud services, especially spreadsheets, can greatly simplify
complex data handling in distributed, multi-user curation workflows. In particular, the Kurator package provides a
new, innovative manner to invoke human experts as actors in a workflow, using automatic email requests, followed
by asynchronous result submission by the human experts back into the running workflow via cloud-based
spreadsheets (for further illustration, see the demonstration video [1]). Through the use of the Kepler Kurator
package executable tasks and steps that users would normally perform outside of Kepler can now also be
orchestrated by Kepler programmatically. Kepler actors in the Kurator package are reusable to assemble workflows
with different curation purposes or for datasets with different features or quality problems. Moreover, the actors are
designed to be highly configurable, e.g., the dataset-clustering actor can be configured with a specific clustering
algorithm and the georeference-validation actor can be configured to use different georeferencing services [2,7].
Input DataSet (csv)
IPNI

GeoLocate

Human Curation

Google Cloud Service

Filtered Push
Network

FNA

Visualization In Google Map

Kepler Provenance Browser

Fig. 1. Specimen data curation example workflow

2.2. Example Curation Workflow and Collection-Oriented Modeling and Design
Dataflow-oriented scientific workflow technologies, including Kepler workflows, tend to involve “complex
wiring” of actors for process control and often require adaptors or “shims” [8] for data format transformations, data
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selection, etc. As a consequence, the original conceptual model of the scientific data processing or analysis pipeline
is sometimes hard to recognize in the complex wiring. In addition, workflows with complex wiring and many shims
tend to be “brittle” and are not very resilient to changes in data formats or workflow functions.
The Kurator package uses a conveyor-belt inspired model of computation, i.e., the Kepler COMAD3 director, to
avoid or at least mitigate these problems [9,10,11,12]. The nested data collection, which is the typical structure of
the scientific data, is flattened into a physical token stream with delimiters similar to an XML SAX-stream. Like
workers on an assembly line, Kurator software actors are usually arranged in series and configured to operate on
different parts of the data stream in a pipeline manner.
Benefiting from the COMAD model of computation, the linear structure of the curation workflow more clearly
reflects the conceptual design of the curation pipeline and avoids complex actor wiring (Fig. 1). Such a workflow is
thus easier to construct, evolve, and maintain. In the data streams that flow through the workflow, each data
collection and each individual data element may have different tags attached. The paradigm of tag-based processing
in workflows is facilitated by COMAD, and allows tags to be used, e.g., as flags to signal the status of data
collections or elements. Downstream actors can then be configured easily to filter the dataset for different curation
operations. Moreover, multiple actors can work on different parts of the data stream simultaneously, which can be
exploited to greatly improve parallel performance [10,11].
2.3. Transparency and Quality Control through Data Provenance
In the Kepler/COMAD model, detailed provenance records of the workflow execution can be recorded, including
data lineage, actor invocation dependencies, and the temporal evolution (processing history) of data collections. In
Kepler/COMAD, provenance information4 is embedded in the data stream and can be exported to a trace file easily
by adding a TraceWriter actor at the end of the workflow pipeline (Fig. 1). Any interested parties, e.g., curators or
data users, can then assess the quality and credibility of the assembled, curated data by examining the data
provenance in the Kepler provenance browser [13], displaying curatorial changes made by each curator or software
agent. The operations made in the curation pipeline are depicted as a graph, which can be traversed and queried
easily in the provenance browser.
3. Conclusion
Kurator, a Kepler software package, facilitates automation of data curation pipelines via workflow construction,
scheduling, and management. Various curation tools and services, including domain-specific services and generic
Google cloud services, are integrated into this package to automate or semi-automate data curation workflows,
including ones that require the participation (and implicit collaboration) of distributed human actors, i.e., curators
and other domain experts. This use of Kepler to invoke actions on human actors outside of the fully automated
computational workflow represents a novel expansion of workflow processes, usually seen only in business
workflows, but not in scientific workflows. The use of the COMAD director, which implements a model of
computation based on an assembly-line metaphor, often results in workflow designs that more closely resemble the
high-level, conceptual models of workflow creators and users, compared to conventional designs [9,10]. In addition,
the underlying dataflow process network model can be used to improve the performance by scheduling the actors’
work in a streamlined, parallel manner. Data lineage and other fine-grained provenance information is recorded
during workflow execution and can be easily examined, e.g., to understand and reproduce curation results and to
assess curation quality. The Kurator package and system presented here is a working prototype. Through developing
Kurator, we appreciated the generality of the Kepler system, which allowed us to extend a tool designed for
documenting and executing scientific analyses to a domain requiring digital object curation processes. In doing so,
we realized that the current quite technical user interface can present an obstacle to adopting and using the Kurator
package by domain data curators. In future work then, we plan to develop new techniques to deal with a number of
remaining challenges, including the user interface, the handling of very large datasets, and the challenges arising
from the nature of long-running workflows with humans in the loop (curation tasks are assigned by email to
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Collection-Oriented Modeling & Design [9]
The COMAD provenance model captures more fine-grained provenance than the default Kepler provenance recorder, i.e., not
all output tokens depend on all input tokens read previously, and a smaller set of actual dependencies is used instead.
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humans, and collected through online spreadsheets, possibly weeks later). A promising starting point seems to be
the fault-tolerance and recovery/resume capabilities described in [14].
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